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Minutes of the USTA NorCal Junior Regulations Committee Meeting 
Wednesday, June 24, 2020 

 
Andrea Norman, chair of the Junior Regulations Committee, called the meeting to order at 10:00 am and roll call 
was conducted. The meeting was held by Zoom conference call and at the request of Executive Director Kevin 
Craig, the meeting was recorded. 
 

Committee Members Present: Andrea Norman (chair), Josh Conlin, and Kevin Pope.  Kevin Pope left the 
meeting as noted in the minutes. 
 

USTA NorCal Staff Present: Tommy Tu, Manger - Junior Competition, Beth Workeneh, Manager - Junior 
Competition, and Sam Gaeddert - Junior Competition Specialist 
 
1. Chair Report 

Andrea called the meeting to order and explained the task before the Committee.  In light of the adoption of 
the USTA Junior Tournament, Ranking, and Sanctioning Regulations and the USTA Net Generation 
Tournament Regulations in the fall of 2019, NorCal, like all sections, must undertake a review of its policies 
to determine if they are in compliance and also review any of the various options should be adopted in lieu of 
what NorCal currently has in place.  To that end, Andrea directed the members’ attention to the meeting 
packet that included a summary of all applicable USTA NorCal Junior Tournament Rules, the related national 
regulations and notations as to whether NorCal’s existing rules were permitted beginning in 2021.  Andrea 
announced, and Kevin Pope confirmed, that this Committee has been charged with making recommended 
amendments to fulfil this purpose that will then be proposed as either an Action Item or Committee Decision 
to the Board. 

 
2. 2021 USTA NorCal Junior Competitive Structure  

Andrea advised the Committee of several NorCal regulations that will now be superseded by national policy: 
• Residency:  Nationwide residency regulations regarding closed tournaments and team representation 

replace NorCal Rule 3.C. 
• Other Eligibility:  The National regulations govern membership requirement, age eligibility, Youth 

Progression, loss of eligibility and reinstatement of eligibility and replace NorCal Junior Regulations 2., 
3.A., 3.B., 3.C. and 3.D. 

• Ranking Rules and Point Tables:  Nationwide tables and all regulations replace USTA NorCal Points Per 
Round Ranking System 

• NorCal Quota List for USTA National Championships: National Regulation on number of results that count 
for Quota List replace NorCal’s use of the Final Ranking Lists currently used for Quota. 

 

The members discussed principals that would be incorporated into the 2021 structure, all of which were 
approved by a straw vote of 3-0: 
• Ratings Weekend Philosophy: Agreement to continue concept of ratings-based weekends.  UTR will 

continue as the rating system used until a USTA-backed system is built into the new Serve Tennis 
platform. 

• Tournament Dates on School Days Philosophy:  Agreement that NorCal should minimize play on 
school days.  Goal is to have no play on school days; however, Mondays may be considered when work on 
the calendar is done if needed to offer robust schedule of L3, 4 and 5 tournaments. 

• Doubles Events at Level 4 and 5: The goal in planning the schedule will be to have the same number of 
singles and doubles tournaments offered at Level 4 and 5 (for example, if a singles-only doubles 
tournament is well, effort will be made to schedule a doubles-only tournament).  However, there was 
agreement that this not be mandatory, only a goal. 

• Concurrent Level 5 Tournaments to Maximize Participation:  Agreement that to maximize 
participation and create events that can be run on fewer courts and thereby more widely distributed 
among Sanction Applicants, some Level 5 tournaments will be sanctioned concurrently with draws of 16 
players. 

• Net Generation Tournament Regulations:  Agreement that because a different staff and Committee 
have oversight of these tournaments, a separate document will house the NorCal Net Generation 
Tournament Rules 

 
 
 
Discussion then focused on an overview of the Level 3-7 tournaments that would be offered in NorCal.  By a 
3-0 straw vote, the members agreed on: 
• the assignment of tournament types to the various Levels; 
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• that while the national regulations permitted Green Ball tournaments at Level 7, NorCal would not be 
sanctioning these - currently they are Novice tournaments and the L1-7 space was for intermediate play on 
up and because there would be green ball tournaments for all ages in the Net Generation space; and 

• the NorCal Masters would no longer be held. 
The straw vote also included support for a new policy on shortening match formats that would allow 
Tournament Committees to shorten within reason.  Going beyond the stated format would require written 
permission of the NorCal staff.  Andrea agreed to work on a proposal to present at the next meeting. 
 

Outstanding issues for which more information was needed were identified and include: 
• Whether or not NorCal could hold a Grand Prix Invitational based on the results of play in Level 6 

tournaments (Opens) only; 
• Whether NorCal could sanction tournaments with more than one level; 
• Whether the Sections had come to an agreement on holding a Intersectional Level 2 Team Tournament 

beginning in 2021 or in a later year; 
• Whether the Sections and national USTA had come to an agreement on standardized entry deadlines by 

tournament level. 
 

Kevin Pope left the meeting. 
 

The members discussed the various characteristics of the Level 3 (Sectional Championships), Open Level 4 
Tournaments (Excellence), Closed Level 4 Tournaments (Super Series), and Open Level 5 Tournaments 
(Championships with a variety of formats), Open Level 6 Tournaments (Opens), and Open Level 7 
Tournaments (Challengers).  Discussion included: 
• What NorCal would no longer be permitted to do in 2021 and required change; 
• The areas that the national regulations required NorCal to set policy (for example seeding and selection 

and, in some cases, a mandated draw limit); and 
• Draw size, draw format, and match format options for each Level. 
No straw votes were taken after Kevin Pope left the meeting, but consensus was reached on these topics. 
 
Discussion also included whether a Team Tournament could be incorporated into Level 6 or 7 and whether it 
could be a tournament that organized JTT teams could enter.  Staff agreed to discuss this and present their 
ideas at the next meeting; however consensus was reached that because of the bottom up selection required 
at Level 7, this tournament type should be sanctioned at Level 6. 

 
3. 2021 Sanction Date Blocks 

The Committee briefly reviewed a rough draft of date blocks for the 2021 tournaments.  Andrea announced 
that a revised version, based on the discussion, would be circulated for review before the next meeting. 

 
4. Next Meeting 

The members agreed to next meet on Friday, June 26 beginning at 10:00 am by Zoom conference call.  
  
Following approximately 3 1/4 hours of discussion, the meeting was adjourned at approximately 1:15 pm.  
 


